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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, PETER CoorER HEW 

I'm‘, a citizen of the United States, and resi 
dent of Ringwood Manor, in the county of 
Passaic and State of New Jersey, have in 
vented certain new and useful Improve 
ments in Diffusing-Containers for Incan 
descent Lights, of which the following is a 
speci?cation. 
,_ An object of this invention is to produce 
improved means for diffusing light from a 
linear. source, such, for example, as an in 
candescent ?lament or glower. . 
In the ordinary incandescent lamp, the 

light emitted from the-incandescent ?lament 
passes through the transparent wall of the 
vacuum container which is usually a blown 
glass bulb, without being appreciably de 
?ected, 'since the ‘inner and outer surfaces 
of the container are usually polished and. 
parallel to each other. ' 
My present invention contemplates shap 

ing the external surface of the vacuum or 
the other ~container surrounding the light 

;em1tting ?lament so that the light emitted 
from the ?lament will bedi?used in many 
directions and from a'plurality’ of points or 
lines located on the external surface of the 
container; so that the apparent source of 
light is the external surface of the container 
or is diffused from a plurality of points or 
lines located on the external surface of the 
container. To this end I fashion all or a 
considerable portion of the surface of the 

:container with a‘ multiplicity ‘of minute, 
closely spaced, but distinct, well de?ned ele 
vations and depressions, preferably narrow 
grooves forming ridges constituting re 
fractors or lens-forming surfaces, the re 

; fractors being formed‘ so that rays from‘ the 
source are separately scattered from amulti 
plicity of grooves, and blend in the ?eld of 
illumination to cause the linear source to 

‘ have the optical appearance of a widened 
45, 

50 

band or transverse-continuous surface -of 
light, the width of which is‘ practically in 
dependent of the diameter of the ?lament 
but is dependent upon the number of effec 
tively contributing grooves. The lens-form 
ing surfaces or refracting elements are pref 
erably narrow, for optical reasons, and also 
for the purpose of producing the desired 
refracting angles or surfaces on a container 
having thin walls. A large ‘number of the 

5? elongated refracting elementsfare employed, 
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so that they cover all or a determined por- ’ " 
tion of the surface of the container. There 
is no restriction as to the elongation of the ' 
refracting elements and in practice, the 
series of narrow grooves and ridges, may 
extend from one end to the other of the 
lamp bulb and are approximately uniform 
in cross section, uniformity, however, not 
being essential in carrying out my lnven 
tion. ' 

In the illustrated embodiment of mysinJ 
vention, I have provided a series of substan 
tially parallel grooves which are formed on 
the external face of the vacuum container 
of an ordinary tungsten incandescent lamp. 
For the maximum diffusing effect,‘ the. 
grooves extend approximately parallel to 
the light emitting. ?lament of the lamp, 
the glass wall of the treated portion of the 
container being in effect thereby formed 
into a plurality ‘.of linear concave and 
convex lenses or lens-lure bodies which ex 
tend parallel to the longitudinal axis of the 
vacuum container. .. . . 

1 One part of myinveirti-o'n which is ex 
tremely important both from a commercial 
and manufacturing standpoint, concerns the 
application of my invention to thin blown 
glass vacuum bulbs of incandescent lamps 
such as are now sold on the market, by 
minutely fashioning the surface of. the lamp 
by chemical or abrasive action, preferably 
by hydro?uoric acid'in desired form or con 
dition or dilution or admixture, and, 'at'the 
same time, ‘preserving the surface practi 
cally smooth. I havevdiscovered that it. :is‘ 
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possible on commercially thin .bulbsqto .pro- \ 
duce an eflicient, and, at the same ‘time, 
highly ornamental light-diffusing effect by 
causing light de?ection or refraction by 
means of substantially smooth refractors of 
high light-transmitting efficiency. qThis I 
have been able to accomplish by making“ 
grooves narrow enough and close enough so 
that with a depth not exceeding that which 
is permissible and safe for such bulbs, the 
refracting surfaces will nevertheless be 
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steep-sided ‘enough and sharp enough .to ’ 
have the desired wide angle light-de?ecting 1‘05 
effect. The minuteness of width is chiefly 
controlled by practical optical conditions 
and the thickness of the wall of the vbulb, 
and it is obvious that the smaller the ‘de’ -‘ 
pressions the less material will have to be 1'10 
removed and the neater may be the effect. 
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The etching by the acid may be conducted 
in such a manner as to leave the surfaces of 

- the depressions and elevations substantially 
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polished or of a vitreous or polished na 
ture. The smooth surfaces of, the grooves 
or ridges may be further polished if de 
sired since the grooves or ridges extend in 
practically parallel directions. They do not 
materially lessen the transparency of the 
glass and do not have the relatively low 
emissive efficiency of frosted glass surfaces 
in which there are internal losses due to 
dirt reflection and refraction, and. other 
losses due to dirt accumulation 
not be easily removed. , I 
With my invention, the diffusion of the 

light is accomplished almost entirely by re 
fraction through the polished surfaces of 
the linear refracting elements and there is 
but little, if any, additional obstruction to 
the passage of light over that ordinarily en 
countered in a plain, unscreened, transpar 
ent container in which the inner and outer 
surfaces of the walls of the container are 
parallel to each' other. The light trans 
mitted from a linear ?lament through a con 
tainer embodying my invention is subdi 
vided and the image of the ?lament is so 
spread out laterally that it ceases to appear 
to be an incandescent ?lament but appears 
more like a wide band of light much less 
intense per unit of area than the incan 
descent ?lament. 
In the drawings accompanying, and form 

ing a part of this application, Figure 1 is 
an elevation of an ordinary tungsten incan 
descent lamp of commerce, embodying my 
invention. Fig. 2 is a fragmental sectional 
view along the line 2—2 of Fig. 1, and Fig. 3 
is a fragmental cross section of a glass con 
tainer illustrating diagrammatically the con 
vergence and divergence of rays emanating 
from a single lens-forming. surface or re— 
fracting element- and the convergence of 
rays emanating from a plurality of such 
surfaces or elements located on the ; same 
container. 
In Fig. 1, I have illustrated a well-known 

form of lamp provided with a linear source 
of light. The lamp illustrated, as has been 
said, is an ordinary commercial form of 
the tungsten incandescent lamp, and is pro 
vided with a light emitting ?lament sus-~ 
pended in zig-zag lengths 1, 1 by arms 2, 
2 extending from an axially arranged in 
sulated support 3, carried by standard-4, 
which contains leading-in wires connecting 
with the ?lament. The ?lament is inclosed 
within a highly evacuated glass bulb or 
envelop 5. The ?laments of the lamp may 
be of any known or desired construction and 
may be composed of carbon, tungsten or 
tantalum or similar materials which become 
incandescent when subjected to electric cur 
rent. In the lamp shown, the ?lament com 

which can-I 
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prises portions which extend in the same 
general direction'as the major or longitudi 
nal axis of the bulb and consequently I 
provide ridges and grooves in the external 
surface of the bulb 5, which extend length 
wise of the bulb and constitute the refract 
ing surfaces 6, 6. 
The shape of the grooves and ridges con~ 

stituting the refracting elements 6, (i, should 
be such as to facilitate light emission and 
substantially prevent losses by internal re~ 
?ections. In practicevthe grooves need not 
be of a very great angle and may be rela 
tively shallow as compared with! their width. 
The refracting; elements. should also be so 
shaped and located that the ?lament or 
object, or both the ?lament and the ob 
ject will be out of focus and it is there 
fore not essential that the refracting ele 
ments should be so formed as to have either 
a point or de?nite line of focal origin. 
These grooves, are preferably formed by 
coating the outer surface of the bulb 5 with 
a thin skin of wax or asphaltum, or some 
similar acid resisting material, then scratch 
ing through the wax, for the purpose of ex 
posing the surface of the glass along lines 
of suitable width, and then immersing the 
bulb in hydrofluoric acid or submitting 
it to the action of hydrofluoric acid gas. 
The proper results may be obtained by sub 
jecting the bulb to the action of the acid for 
about ten minutes. In any ordinary 25 watt 
tungsten lamp, the lines along which the 
bulb is etched, may be from 1/100 to 1/250 
of an inch from center to center, according 
to the size and shape of the bulb, the thick 
ness of the Wall and the permissible depth 
to which it may be etched. l/Vith care, the 
lines may be spaced closer or farther apart 
than this, and may be smaller or larger in 
cross section. The size of the grooves may 
be determined by practical, rather than 
theoretical reasons, but the smaller cross 
section is advisable in practice. In the bulb 
illustrated, I have so formed the grooves, 
that the light emitting surface of each re 
fracting element is concave and is curved 
so that its curved surface represents about 
1/3 of the surface of a cylinder. 

It will be understood that various methods 
may be employed in forming the refracting 
elements on the surface of the bulb, some 
of which will possibly form truer curved 
surfaces and more accurately spaced grooves, 
but in practice, it is not necessary to pro 
vide absolutely accurately formed nor ac 
curately spaced refracting elements and the 
method described of etching the grooves is 
both cheap and practical. In the bulb illus 
trated, the concave grooves are separated 
one from the other by rounded ridges, 7, 7. 
The edges of the ridges are rounded by the 
action of the acid in forming the grooves. 
These ridges may vary in width to from 
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, 1m to. 1/450: humanities-Qantas 
withouti .a'?ectingithe reptical‘ n?'ect ‘not (they. 
coneavellightiscattering sur?a-eesidfathe bulbir 
[?ne \idist-inet q.;species .raof'. ml. : invention}; 

,5. which sis .;of great ‘ Jmmmercia" devalue,- 1511,11 
volveszthei-uselzofggroeves, smnarmw ands-am 
closely spaced,~ that when‘rvinveeda'fromaihe' 
ordinary distances-lot ariewz'feetathei images 
produced :hy zzthe riindividmel :refraeting role-i‘ 

m ments iappearrto lhlend- rin tone gpractieallyl 
‘ : uniform bau'dcofelight. EWhemthisarnange-Q; 
mentv iszappliedtto the '1 ordinary-.eommercml! 
vtungstendamp;aboverd?erredto;the super-i 
posed {or loverrlapping re?ect ref 1: the Lmulti-z 

k5. plicity.ofe?lament.lengthsreachthuswidens: 
Qut-,-;asI-.;to;.~praduce zupon ether-eye .off the .ob 
server. >1 the 5 effect ~> of an ;approximately llllli 
form (blaze £015 '1 light ,emitted :from a the :sur-l 
"face lot {the bulb .;over va wwideiaarea awhichl 

v20 mayhinclude ia;largexportion ofrawur?aeei 
‘ of: the‘hulb :onrthegside; toward the =.observer..1 
' The rahoveareferred "i0; PHIGtlC?IYydQSiPhbl? 
form (of-r lamp, has the i ordinary; thin ‘.tlighti 
bulb, :rWhiChg'tiS particularly ‘desirable and! 

25, commercially almost indispensable: for mi 
lamp (to :be isold, win .1 the - opens-market ' 'llhe 
grooves ,ef -..,the;: desired 1width,-;-_sayv.less * thanl 
1/1001 often ,1nch',-\_very' closely, spaced,- or,v it; 
desired, separated a; b distances :not greater} 

30, thorns/10 of. the-wvi th ofa;grooves-maybe; 
formed r'_.OI1 the ‘exterior walls @of' the :bulb; 
atter it as iblowniiinmrshape rby carefully‘; 
etchinglto a -.depth {preferably 1! not reater; 
than @1/3 the: thiclmess of‘, the thin-‘Wail of: the; 

.35 - bulb.’ ‘ {l‘he fetching qheiw' Z- by chemical . re-_; 
action, “avoids. dangergof i producing lorn de 
veloping ‘,v -,inc_ipient 'Jfuactures .or ..~inter-nalg 
stresses: such might ‘render ,t-he; bulb- too;v 

‘ fragile . for ( commercial .: transportation ‘rand; 

. ,It ‘will. be seen‘ that; the above 2 speci?c.- em-_ bodiment ‘of my ,invention ‘involves concurrent factors {of great :adv-antage in! 

connection with the. thinwalledrbulbs of com-f 
f45rmerce. ‘First; The formationoflthe-w'grooves 

by, .a- chemical j process, eliminates; all danger; 
of incipient fracturesywhich unight result 
from molding. ' Second‘: EB)" making zthe; 
grooves narrow .and (closely spaced, .th eiri: 

50 ; depth > need. not. exceed ‘1/3, the. thickness ‘ of, 
‘the wall of the ‘; ordinary commercial ‘abulb; 

. Third : This a same ' narrowness, vshallowness 
and closeness». in, spacing,_-may Joe: utilized’ to. 
give. the-functional advantage :of causin -.the"v 

-55».o_ptical effect-ofian ‘approximately uni 0mm 
’ blaze of:{-light.,§or;iginating overithe. entire or. 
a :large portion go?the surfaeecof. the -b1'1lb.; 
Theabove factors-allv have a special rela-; 
tion to the intensity . of. light sproduced. .by 

6‘0'jhigl1 ,e?‘iciency, multiple length ‘metallic 
?lament 'lampsiofthe modern type, ,iIls-SO 

- much ._;as'ithe uniform blaze‘of'lightwhich; 
.may be thus caused to originate ywith-vthe 
apparent .uniformity ' from practically. all 

65 roéf.,._t_h_je. available surface. of, the. b.ulb,a._is.=_quite , 

L asiiiiitense; as) is agreeable when ‘viewed .=di-‘ 
irectly by the human.eye.- :The result .from 
iawons‘uimer’s- view 113011112 :is a :tungsten-or 
: similar; lamp! with :a xhulbr hazing = the-same 
v§or even. less Wei ht than It e commercial 
tbulb, together wisi all other advantagesiof 

ypizoduixing e?iciency. . > " . I . 

' iI'u' Fig-53,11 haveishown ‘diagrammatically ' 
i the vrgeneral re?ect of s the.;elongated 1 concave 
: refnacting :surtaees- or 3 lenses ‘- 6, '16,- upon the 
:raysinflightemittedifromithem. ' -=’l?he>.por-» 
ition .of the zhnlb illi1strated,.=is 1 greatly (en! 
f larged- ‘and s the; grooves are more ~=accurately 
:formed and ‘spaced :than ..-.is inecessary all} 
zarctual -a:prac_t-ice.- _;;-Each :refracting ‘element 
sscattens the :rays ,=.emitted =by “it, through a 
:wideamnaas'showmat 9,. 91, iIla Eig.»-3. ‘Rays 
(emitted-from one :of; the grooves 6, 6-vwill; hey I 
1 projected ialongsstraight. lines,.- such, .- for.v ex 
iample,iyas_ thehnes a,rl)_,~ c,'d,,e,.-f-.and g,awhich I 
ms; shown, ?rst converge .and meet at. a. more 
<ortless :wellv defined .focal ' point, hwand ‘ then 
1 diverge lthroughsa ‘Wide angle,,o, -]b, .g and 
gthe amount of light emitted from one re 
ifracting ~. element and 1 received at; any .point 
$such-:.-as.~.a, the, dye, :f, orgy 'willrbezdimin 
lished proportionately to the wideness-of-the 
éangle. hileeach single ,groove .6, scatters 
l the; light transmitted through it,.'in- the; man; 
mer’, described, ; it will be , apparent! that ; each 
:of {the multiplicity iofladjacent parallel 
gg'roovesi?nwil-llalso emit-?ight insa similar: 
nnanner and thatsome of: the rays from each 
aadiacent groove on; the-same side ofzthe bulb,-, 

{grooves as shown, for example, at w in Fig." 
~53. The grooves lO0a/t6d'z8.t19“_', 9”’,99’, 9d’, 
E’9°f, .99’, "and .98’, 'being each- similar ‘to ithe‘ 
ilensrforming-surfaces locatedr-at 9,..9,~§will-‘ =‘ 
=each emit rays which converge .-.and ;.then‘ 
‘;are scattered through ._a ;wide . angle, :as 
'rozughly indicated at>=9,- 9, but, eacl1~sueh sur 
{face will emit rays which-travel towardzthe 

Eject- or vthe'e'ye-ofim observer located at {0' 
receives ;1__ight ‘from large . number 1 of :sec 
ionidary sources, each of which .is dimmer 

F?lament, but .the .e?ect is that the total‘ 
|amonnt of light received .ataany ‘point will 
roughly vcorrespond to the amount ‘which 
would have been received “rate-that point idl-is 
-\1'ectly. ‘from the :intense source projecting‘, 
‘rays through a transparent imedinmv- with‘ 

livered by the lamp orq?la-menttojhevari 

marked, the E‘li-ght, being :more evenly :dis- . 
;tribu.ted,~and thef-e?ect is toypr0duce-thetap» ‘ " 30 
pq?irance :19? ' a 1 .uniilorm :NVide ; blaze 40f, light, : 

;point~.w alongstraight linesso thatth‘e 0b- 1 

l-current-rconsnmption ‘economy mndfilight ' 

11M) 
:Will converge (with the: rays from other‘- . 

than the original source, the incandescent» ‘I 
1145 

vions :jobjects {but the contrasts 5:8;1'6 Jess . 

1%. 

:plain, ‘polishedaand . paral-lelé interior and ex: , x - 
,teriorsurfaces. {It-will belobvious that's'by . 
idistributing- the apparent sources of ‘light " ‘_ _ ;~ 
[around-the.exteriorof the‘bulb, globeaor- " ' 
container,~.the vsame ‘amount of light-T-isiie- $125 
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much more grateful to the eyesthan light 
direct ‘from a ?lament. 
'. The present application is a division‘ of‘ 

‘my co-pending application 619,733 ‘?led 
April 8, 1911. 
I claim— _ . _ ' 

.- -1._' A lamp comprising a linear source of 
light and a container therefor, said con- ‘ 
tamer being provided‘ on its exterior sur 
face with a multiplicit of shallow etched 
grooves having rounde _ edges and set rela 
tively close together,‘ whereby the individual 
images produced by each separate groove 
.blend to produce the optical effect of a sub 
stantially uniform wide ‘blaze of light. 

' ' 2. A lamp comprising a linear vsource of 
light and a container ‘ therefor',~'said con 
tainer having a multiplicity of parallel‘ ad 
jacent grooves, less than 1/100 of an inch 
in width, etched on its exterior‘ surface'i'n 
relatively‘ close arrangement, ‘whereby the 
individual images produced by the separate 

' grooves blend to produce the optical effect 

25 
of a substantially uniform'iwide blaze, of 
light. ' - ' " ’ 

"3. A lamp, comprising a linear source of 
' light and an exhausted container therefor, 
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provided on its external surface with a mul 
tiplicity 'of narrow, approximately ‘parallel, 
shallow, groove-like, linear markings,iwhich 
extend in the same general direction a's-the 
linear source of light and are closely spaced,‘ 
whereby a multiplicity of" the ‘individual 
images of, the source produced‘ by ‘each 
groove-like marking produce the optical ef 
fect of a substantially'uniform wide blaze‘ of 
li ht. 4 - . -' 

g4. A lamp, comprising a linear source of 
light andv a blown container bulb therefor, 
having one surface plain and the other sur 
face provided with a multiplicity of narrow, 
relatively shallow etched grooves, which ex 
tend in the same general direction as the 
linear source of light. " 

5. A lamp, comprising a linear source of 
light, and a container bulb therefor, having 
one surface plain and the other surface pro 
vided with a'multiplicity'of approximately 
parallel, narrow, closely spaced grooves, 
which extend in the same general direction 
as the linear source of light, whereby the in 
dividual images of the linear source ‘pro 
duced by the separate grooves, blend to pro 
duce the optical effect‘ of a substantially uni: 
form, wide blaze of light. 

' p. 6. As an article of manufacture, a high 
efficiency metallic ?lament incandescent 
lamp, having the ?lament disposed mainly 
in lengths extending in the general direction 
‘of the length of the lamp and protectedjby 
an evacuated blown bulb of commercial thin 
ness of wall, said bulb having a plain inte 
rior surface‘ and having etched on the ex 
terior surface thereof, a multiplicity of nar— 
row, shallow, concave, adjacent, practically 

;‘of 1 shallow, 
,grooves with intervening convex curved - 
ridges extending in the same general direc-'v ' 

Icurved refracting surfaces. 
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grooves bein less" thanihalf. the-thicknessfof 
the wall of t e bulb, vwherebythe individual 

I ampmm‘.v grooves, uieli’ .aepa; a; ' said . 

images of the linear [source of light pro-1 
~ duced by each groove blend and" reduce the- 

optical effect of: a substantia y uniform‘ - 
wide blaze of light. 

7.v An incandesce nt- lamp,.- comprising = a‘ 
linear source of li ht'in combination‘ with-a 

interior surface and an exterior surface; '75 
of narrow, 'approxi—' 

mately parallel 'adJacent grooves etched? 
thereon and extending in the same ‘general’ 

blown glass container bulb, having a plain 

having a multiplicity 

direction as the linear source of light. . 
8. An incandescent lamp, comprising a 

linear source of light-‘in combinationtwith a" 

70 

blown glass container bulb for said source, _ 
having a plain interior surface and any ex 
tenor surface etched'to form a multlplicity 

narrow, ' concave, adj acent 

tion as the source of light and affording‘v 

9. An incandescent lamp, comprising a‘ 
linear source of light in combination with 

.90 

an exhausted glass'container, having a plain . 
.interior surface and provided on its exte 
arior surface with av plurality of adjacent, 
elongated refracting grooves with substan~' 
Qtially smooth surfaces, extending‘inthe same 
general direction as the linear vsource of 
light and formed and spaced not'more than; 
Zone-?ftieth of an inch from center to center. 

{10. An incandescent lamp, comprisinga 
linear source of light in combination‘ with 
an exhausted glass container, havin a plain ; 
interior surface and an exterior sur ace'pro 
vided' with a multiplicity of alternately ar-' 
ranged, narrow, elongated, concave and con 
vex refracting surfaces of a polished nature, 
‘the concavities being not more than one; 
?ftieth of ‘an inch from center to center. 

11. An incandescent lamp, comprising a 
li ht emitting ?lament, in combination with 
aghlown container bulb for the ?lament-,hav 
ing thin glass walls, a plain interior surface, 
and an‘ exterior‘ surface provided with a 
multiplicity of grooves, etched by means of 
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113 
hydro?uoric acid and extending in the same 
general direction as the ?lament. _ 

I 12. An incandescent lamp comprising a 
light emitting ?lament, in combination with 
ya blown‘ container bulb for the ?lament, 

, having thin glass walls, a plain interior sur 
face, and an exterior surface provided with 

v120 

a multiplicity of grooves, etched by means ' 
of hydro?uoric acid and extending in the 
same general direction as the ?lament, the 
depth'of the grooves being not greater than 
approximately one-third of the thickness‘of 
thegl'ass walls. . . v 

'13. A lamp, comprising a linear source of 
light and an exhausted container therefor, 

125 
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provided on its external surface with a mul 
tiplicity of narrow, approximately parallel, 
shallow, groove-like, closely-spaced linear 
markings, having practically smooth sur 
faces and extending in the same general di 
rection as the linear source of light, where 
by the individual images of the source pro 
duced by each said groove-like marking, 
unite to produce the optical effect of a prac 
tically uniform Wide blaze of light. 

v14. A lamp comprising a. linear source of 
light and a container therefor, said con 
tainer being provided on its exterior surface 
with a multiplicity of minute grooves set 
relatively close together, whereby rays re 
ceived from the source are separately scat 
tered laterally by a multiplicity of refract 
ing surfaces and blend in the ?eld of illumi 
nation to cause the linear source to have the 
optical appearance of a widened band or 
transversely continuous surface of light, the 
width of which is practically independent of 
the width of the source but is dependent 
upon the number of e?ectively contributing 
grooves. 

15. An electric lamp comprising a ?la 
ment and a glass container, at surface of the 
container being formed with a multiplicity 
of elongated refracting surfaces or lenses of 
a width less than the thickness of the wall 
of the container and all extending in the 
same general direction with each other and 
with the major portion of said ?lament. 

16. In an incandescent electric lamp, a 
linear source of light, in combination with 
an evacuated inclosing bulb having at least 
a portion of its wall formed with a multi 
plicity of refractors comprising long narrow 
practically transparent, refracting surfaces, 

5 

said refractors being formed so that the 
light received by each is refracted and 
emitted from the outer surface of each in a 
multiplicity of directions diverging later- 
ally with respect to the linear source, so that 
diminished divergent rays from a multiplic 
ity'of said linear refractors will converge 
toward a ‘multiplicity of points in the same 
?eld of illumination, the number of refrac 
tors emitting light toward the same given 
points in the ?eld being in the aggregate 
approximately proportional to the light 
scattering power of the respective refractors, 
and the narrowness and spacing of said re 
fractors being such as to constitute said bulb 
wall a diffusing medium emitting light from 
a wide zone distributed laterally with. re— 
spect to the general direction of the linear 
source. 

17 . An incandescent ?lament electric 
lamp having a blown bulb of commercial 
thinness, having a smooth interior surface 
and having formed on its exterior surface a 
multiplicity of minute closely-spaced de 
pressions and elevations having substan 
tially smooth surfaces, the distances between 
the tops of adjacent elevations being so pro 
portioned to the permissible depth of the 
depressions as to produce the degree of 
steep-sidedness necessary for effective light 
de?ection. 
Signed at New York city in the county of 

New York, and State of New York, this 
18th day of July A. D. 1911} 

PETER COOPER ‘ HEWITT. 

Witnesses : 
L. A. COLEMAN, 
R. A. HEWITT. 
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